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This topic is extensive, not only for foreigners to
learn Chinese, but also can help to detect the
wrong word in the document.
In recent years, there has a lot of paper to
research about Chinese learning. Chinese
learning in today not only face to face teaching,
but also can learn in a mobile system. There
have many type smartphone applications about
learning Chinese, sometimes there also has
another country's language. Michael B. Syson et
al. (2012) propose a system ABKD which is
learning the game in multimodal, this system has
two languages for learning, one is Chinese the
other is Japanese. This system is learning about
the Chinese Hanzi and Japanese Kanji by the
game. Vincent Tam et al. (2012) use iOS-Base
devices to propose an e-learning software, this
device is extendible and ubiquitous, this paper
proposes different learning type like it can learn
the characters in correct stroke sequences of
Chinese, it also has some mini-game to help
learning Chinese. This author also proposes
another paper is main on writing Chinese, and
not only focus on iOS-base, but also for other
smart phone (ex: android). Xiangyu Qiu et al.
(2012) propose a method about learning Chinese
font style and transferring, it's based on strokes
and structure, they propose a new glyph
decryption method, it divides the Chinese
characters two parts, one is the stable side call
structure, the other side is mutable called style.
Mei-Jen Audrey Shih et al. (2011) propose an
online system to learn Chinese, online learning
system is convenience for user, it is assembled
to abound environment and had a broad content
search opportunity, this paper is focused on how
to learn Chinese language effectively in an
online learning environment. Lee Jo Kim et al.
(2011) propose a tool which supports Chinese
language teaching and learning system based on
ICT-Base, this tool can help peer assisted

Abstract
The importance of learning Chinese is
increasing in the latest decades. However, the
learning of Chinese is not easy for foreigners as
a second language learning. Sometimes they
write some text or document, but there always
have many error words. So, how to detect the
error word in document is becoming more then
more important. This issue is very extensive, not
only can help foreigners to learning Chinese but
also can detect the error word. This paper had
proposed method can divide five sections of
structure: First sections are input sentence;
second sections are parsing and word
segmentation; third sections are fine the wrong
word; forth sections are remove duplicate; fifth
sections are final output. In this paper we use
language model to detect Chinese spelling. It is
had four part, E-Hownet, CKIP, similar
pronunciation and shape dictionary, use the
preset word to compare the word correction
which in database. We use the bi-gram to
promote our performance.

1

Introduction

Learning Chinese is very important in this era,
because the Chinese is main market customers.
Since the trend of the times, there have many of
foreigners beginning to learn Chinese. But
Chinese is not easy to learn, because sometime
the same word has many pronouns, or same
pronounce has different word, even the much the
words have similar glyph. Chinese unlike
English, there have thousands of words in
Chinese, different combinations have different
meaning. Although pronounce the same, but
there will be different words with different
meaning, sometimes there were having some
misunderstanding because using the wrong word.
So how to learn Chinese is very import research.
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learning environment. Lung-Hsiang et al. (2012)
propose a mobile assisted system about learning
vocabulary, they use the Mobile-Assisted
language learning (MALL), they present two
case studies in the Mobile-Assisted Language
Learning, this system is main on two languages,
one is English, the other is Chinese, specially it
is not learning the word, it is learning about the
“idioms” and learning how to construct
sentences. Shang-Jen Chuanget al. (2011)
propose a new recognition of Traditional
Chinese handwriting by neural networks, their
recognition of Traditional Chinese handwriting
by PNN and SVM, their database is 20 people’s
Traditional Chinese handwriting, and use
different quantization methods for everyone.
Yingfei Wu (2011) proposes a learning system
of “Chinese calligraphy” on mobile systems,
Calligraphy is good for learning Traditional
Chinese font, because it needs step by step to
write the Chinese word, but calligraphy is not
easy, even a word usually has many different
font styles, the calligraphy need ink and paper,
so they propose a new mobile system which can
easy to learning Calligraphy without use paper
and ink. David Tawei Ku et al. (2012) proposes
the Chinese learning in situated learning, it is
trend a ubiquitous learning environment, and the
feature focuses on real life learning situation,
and problem solving practice, this learning
system divides two parts, one is integrating
situated learning strategy and the other is context
awareness technology. Yanwei Wang et al. (2011)
proposes a discriminative learning method of
MQDF (Modified quadratic discriminant
function), MQDF is based on sample importance
weights, this method is investigated and
compared other discriminative learning methods
about MQDF. DA-Han Wang (2012) propose a
handwriting recognition system, this system
commonly combines character classification
confidence scores, they propose two regularized
classes-dependent confidence transformation
(CT) methods. Yunxue Shao (2011) propose a
similar handwritten Chinese characters method
base on multiple instance learning, they solved
the problem by Asaboost framework, the method
is found week classifiers to select some
self-adapting critical regions. Lung-Hsiang
Wong (2010) propose a Mobile-Assisted
language learning (MALL), their have two case
studies, and focus on "creative learner outputs",
student in two studies language by one-to-one
mobile devices, and capture the picture of the
real life.Shih-hung Wu et al. (2013) propose a
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paper for Chinese Spelling Check task which at
SIGHAN bake-off 2013, in this paper, thay
describe all detail of the task for Chinese
spelling check, include the task descripition,
data preparation, performance metrics, and
evaluation results.
This paper proposes five steps to find the
wrong words in a document: First is input the
sentence; the second uses the CKIP to word
segment; the third is finding the wrong word. In
the third step, the main method in this paper
divides the words in document for three parts,
The first is the single word, sometimes the single
words mean there does not have any match word
before or after this single word, in other words,
is there maybe had word error, so we compose
the word which before or after this single word,
this word most be the single word too. After
composing two of single words, it can generate a
new word than regarded as a suspicious error
word. The second is about idioms, most of the
idioms are composed of four words, so we take
the four words to pronounce and glyph to
compare with the E-Hownet. The other words
(ex: two words, three words), we also compare
with the E-Hownet, if it can find the same word
in E-Hownet, it means this word is correct, use it
as a suspicious error word. Forth is remove
duplicate, this step is remove the duplicate
wrong word. Finally opput the file.

2

Method

In this section, our proposed method is to check
out the foreigners will get the word wrong and
then correct for the right word. The sentences
written by people learning Chinese as a foreign
language (CFL) may contain a variety of
grammatical errors, such as word choice,
missing words, and so on. It focuses on spelling
errors in this bake-off. We will introduce the
framework of the proposed system and method,
which is divided into two parts: training phase
and test phase that will describe in section 2.1
and section 2.2.
2.1

Training phase

As shown in figure 1, training phase is to
construct the dictionary which is used in test
phase, there are including the similar
pronunciation & shape dictionary and training
data dictionary. E-Hownet is used to find the
wrong word and correct the wrong word, it also
can use to construct the rule induction. And

Figure 1: the framework of the proposed system.
n-gram models is also used to be the ranking
score construct the rule induction. Finally, the
candidate outputs are generated according to our
rule induction. We will describe more detail in
the follows.
First, we go to pre-process the data from the
bake-off organizer. Step 1, we removed
unnecessary portions of each sentence in the
input file, such as PID number. The results will
feed into the tool which is the CKIP Autotag,
then it will do word segmentation and
part-of-speech tagging based on E-Hownet.
The corresponding part-of-speech (POS) of each
word is obtained in the sentences. Each word has
a part of speech at the end of a word in
parentheses. Step 2, we are going to remove
unessential blank spaces and parentheses. This
step allows us to be more convenient for the
implementation of our program. These processes
are also used in the test phase.
Next, we introduce our rule induction in the
following.
 Let 𝐴𝑖 (𝑖 = 1~𝑛) mean incorrect word,
𝐴𝑎𝑘 (𝑘 = 1~𝑚, 𝑚 ≤ 4)
mean
k-th
incorrect word, 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑎𝑘 ) mean the
similar word with 𝐴𝑎𝑘 .
 Let E − HN(𝐴𝑎1 , 𝐴𝑎2 , … … 𝐴𝑎𝑚 ) mean
that 𝐴𝑎1 to 𝐴𝑎𝑚 can combine into a
word which can be find in E-Hownet,
LOC(𝐵𝑖 ) mean location of the word.




2.2

1~𝑛) mean that Sim(𝐴𝑎𝑝) , 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑎𝑞 )
combine into a word which can find in
E-Hownet.
𝑀𝑖𝑛((𝑎1 , 𝑎2 , … , 𝑎𝑚 ), (𝑏1 , 𝑏2 , … , 𝑏𝑛 )
mean that output the minimum, this
indicates the position of the front in the
E-Hownet which is the more correct
word.
Test phase

In the previous section, the rule induction is built
in training phase. We will describe the test phase
of the framework in this section. The word
segmentation and part of speech (POS) labeling
are the same as training phase. Then, we begin
the processes with the third step, we have to
detect the wrong word. There are some proposed
method to find the wrong word in the following.




𝑎𝑗 = 𝐿𝑂𝐶 (𝐸 − 𝐻𝑁 (𝐴𝑎𝑝 , 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑎𝑞 ))) ,
𝑏𝑟 = 𝐿𝑂𝐶(𝐸 − 𝐻𝑁
(𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑎𝑝 ), 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑎𝑞 )) ),
when 𝑝 = 1, q = 2~m or 𝑞 = 1, p =
2~m . 𝑎𝑗 (j = 1~m) mean that
𝐴𝑎𝑝 , 𝑆𝑖𝑚(𝐴𝑎𝑞 ) combine into a word
which can find in E-Hownet, 𝑏𝑟 (𝑟 =
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In the previous step, we have the word
segmentation, we choose the words more
than two characters, then compared the
words with E-Hownet or training data
dictionary. If there is not the same words
in E-Hownet or training data dictionary,
we determine it as incorrect words.
For the judge idioms, we choose all word
with four characters, and compared the
word with E-Hownet and the similar
pronunciation & shape dictionary. If there
is not the same words in the training data
dictionary,
E-Hownet
or
similar
pronunciation & shape dictionary, we
determine it as incorrect words.
To the judge the sentences written by CFL,
we focus on “的 (De)”, “地 (De)”, “得
(De)”. Behind the “ 的 (De)” must
connect the verb, behind the “地 (De)”



must be a noun. Further, behind the “得
(De)” must be a verb, fornt the “得 (De)”
can be an adverb, Nv or Nh. If the
characters do not comply with the POS of
the above, we determine it as incorrect
words.
Finally, we strengthen the judgment of
single character. Behind or found the
single character is the same as single
characters, we combine the character to
the word which contain two characters.
And we determine it as incorrect words.

then the subtask 2 is correction level, which is to
find out the location of spelling error in subtask
1 and then correct the error. In section 3.1, we
will describe the data sets, performance metrics,
then we will show our evalution in section 3.2.
3.1

<ESSAY title="少子化現象">
<TEXT>
<PASSAGE id="C1-1792-1">在日本行成「少
子化」現象的可能原因有一些。其中一個是
「晚婚化」。</PASSAGE>
</TEXT>
<MISTAKE id="C1-1792-1" location="4">
<WRONG>行成</WRONG>
<CORRECTION>形成</CORRECTION>
</MISTAKE>
</ESSAY>
Figure 2: an example of the training data.

According the above, we begin the processes
which is comparing the wrong words with
similar pronunciation & shape dictionary, that is
in order to find the similar words, then if the
similar words can be found in E-Hownet or
training data dictionary, we saved the incorrect
words in a text file named wrong, and saved the
similar words in a text file named correct, this
focuses on two characters of the word in the case
of one character wrong. The proposed method
also aim the two characters of the word in the
case of all characters wrong, eg., 勞刀 (嘮叨).
The processes as is same as above, but the
incorrect words saved in a text file named
double_wrong, and the similar saved in a text
file named double_correct. The fifth step, we are
going to remove duplicates. First, If the words in
the text named wrong can be found in the text
named double_wrong, we will remove the words
in wrong. Second, if identify the words appear
more than twice, we will remove the
unnecessary words. It is helping us to reduce the
process time. We will output the result in the
final step. The processes will find the words and
find the corresponding sentence, then save the
position and correct word in the file named
output. Finally, according the PID to sort the
sentence and output to the specified format. For
example, input: “(pid= A2-1051-1) 後天是小明
的 生 日 ， 我 要 開 一 個 無 會 。 ”, output:
“A2-1051-1, 15, 舞”, If the input contains no
spelling errors, the system should return “pid,
0”.

3

Data sets

In this bake-off, the evaluation is an open test.
Participants can employ any linguistic and
computational resources to develop the spelling
checker, and provide passages of CFL’s essays
from the NTNU learner corpus for training
purpose. The corpus was released in SGML
format which is shown in figure 2. Moreover,
there are at least 1000 different degrees of
difficulty of testing passages for testing. In this
paper, we use C++ to develop our proposed
method.
Positive
(With errors)
FP

TP

TN

FN

Negative

Positive

Negative
(Without errors)
 X: Gold standard
 Y: System result
Figure 3: A quadrant map of performance
metrics.

Experiments

The judging correctness are divided into two
parts: detection level and correction level. The
following are showing some performance
metrics and quadrant map shown in figure 3 that
is measured in both levels of indicators:

According to the Chinese spelling check task in
SIGHAN, this paper is dedicated to the detection
and correction of errors in sentences. The
evaluate is divided into two parts: Subtask 1 is
detection level that is to find out the location of
incorrect spelling characters in the sentences,
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3.2

Correction Level

F1

Recall

Precision

F1

RUN1
RUN2
RUN3

Accuracy

The following is the performance metrics in this

Detection Level

Recall



1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Precision



the training data in run1, then we make changes
for run2 in the data which is provided by run1.

Accuracy



TP: System determines the character for
errors related to the actual error, and the
judgments the system is correct.
FP: System determines the character for
errors is not related to the actual error, and
the judgments of the system is incorrect.
FN: System determines the character for
errors is related to the actual error, and the
judgments of the system is incorrect.
TN: System determines the character for
errors is not related to the actual error, and
the judgments of the system is correct.

False
Positiv…



Figure 4: Performance evaluation.

𝑭𝑷
(𝑭𝑷+𝑻𝑵)
(𝑻𝑷+𝑻𝑵)
𝐀𝐜𝐜𝐮𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐲 = (𝑻𝑷+𝑻𝑵+𝑭𝑷+𝑭𝑵)
𝑻𝑷
𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐢𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 =
(𝑻𝑷+𝑭𝑷)
𝑻𝑷
𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐥 =
(𝑻𝑷+𝑭𝑵)
𝟐×𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏×𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝐅𝟏 − 𝐒𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐞 = (𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏+𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍)

𝐅𝐚𝐥𝐬𝐞 𝐏𝐨𝐬𝐢𝐭𝐢𝐯𝐞 𝐑𝐚𝐭𝐞 =

According to the table 1, our false positive rate
is the third in this bake-off, which means that
our proposed method is feasible, but there is
room for improvement. There are two parts of
performance evaluation: detection level and
correction level which is shown in table 2 and
table 3.In the accuracy and precision, we can see
that our proposed method can be the top three,
but our method in recall is relatively weaker
than another. This performance evaluation
shows that our method is viable, but our method
may be overly strict cause our relatively low

Evaluation

Figure 4 is our data of evaluation, which the
largest difference between the first and the
second. The proposed method is only aimed to

Table 1: Top five of the false positive rate.
Participating teams
False Positive Rate
NCYU*
0.0414
NCTU&NTUT
0.0377
SUDA
0.032
KUAS
0.0452
NTHU
0.0829
Table 2: Top four of performance evaluation in Detection Level.
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Participating teams
NCYU*
0.6008
0.8543
0.2429
0.3783
KUAS
0.7194
0.9146
0.484
0.633
CAS
0.6149
0.7148
0.3823
0.4982
SJTU
0.5471
0.5856
0.322
0.4156
Table 3: Top four of performance evaluation in Correction Level.
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Participating teams
NCYU*
0.5885
0.8406
0.2185
0.3468
KUAS
0.7081
0.9108
0.4614
0.6125
CAS
0.5829
0.676
0.3183
0.4328
SJTU
0.5377
0.5709
0.3032
0.3961
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Tam, V., and Huang, C. 2011. An Extendible
Software for Learning to Write Chinese Characters
in Correct Stroke Sequences on Smartphones.
InAdvanced Learning Technologies (ICALT),
2011 11th IEEE International Conference on pp.
118-119.

Conclusions

This study proposes a method for Chinese text
detect spelling error. The method in our study is
focus on word classify to easy detect Chinese
spelling error. The word is classifying three
class, single word, idioms and other words (two
words, three words et.)The experimental result
shows the performance it good, and we also
apply this method in “SIGHAN 8 Chinese
spelling check task”, and the final result pretty
good. In the feature, we hope can raise the
performance and find the other word classifies.
More word class can helpful to find the Chinese
spelling error. After the Chinese spelling error,
we will start to study the relationship between
grammar and spelling errors, because in this
paper we only care about the word pronouns and
glyph, but in recent years some spelling error
has been regularization, it most to understanding
the context then detect it is right or wrong, so the
issue about the relationship between grammar
and spelling errors is need to study, if we can
fine the relationship then the Chinese spelling
detect correct rate must can raise higher.
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